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Computational Intelligence in Telecommunications NetworksCRC Press, 2000

	Telecommunications has evolved and grown at an explosive rate in recent years and will undoubtedly continue to do so. As its functions, applications, and technology grow, it becomes increasingly complex and difficult, if not impossible, to meet the demands of a global network using conventional computing technologies. Computational...
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3D in Photoshop: The Ultimate Guide for Creative ProfessionalsFocal Press, 2010

	This is the first book of its kind that shows you everything you need to know to create or integrate 3D into your designs using Photoshop CS5 Extended. If you are completely new to 3D, you'll find the great tips and tricks in 3D in Photoshop invaluable as you get started. There is also a wealth of detailed technical insight for those who...
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Forbes To The Limits: Pushing Yourself to the Edge In Adventure and in BusinessJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
Praise for TO THE LIMITS    

"Jim Clash not only has the guts to drive an Indy race car at 200 m.p.h., but the skills as a writer to let us know what it feels like." 
    –Mario Andretti, Indy 500 winner and Formula One World Driving Champion    

"If Jim Clash wrote fiction, he would be the modern-day...
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Brain-Inspired Information Technology (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2010
"Brain-inspired information technology" is one of key concepts for the development of information technology in the next generation. Explosive progress of computer technology has been continuing based on a simple principle called "if-then rule". This means that the programmer of software have to direct every action of the...
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Robotics, Vision and Control: Fundamental Algorithms in MATLAB (Springer Tracts in Advanced Robotics)Springer, 2011

	The author has maintained two open-source MATLAB Toolboxes for more than 10 years: one for robotics and one for vision. The key strength of the Toolboxes provide a set of tools that allow the user to work with real problems, not trivial examples. For the student the book makes the algorithms accessible, the Toolbox code can be read to...
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Capture the Magic: Train Your Eye, Improve Your Photographic CompositionRocky Nook, 2013

	This book uses a structured approach to teach the art of creating interesting, well-composed images. It provides solutions to problems that often get in the way of producing great photographs and emphasizes the importance of training the eye to exclude the extraneous. Examples of strong images are juxtaposed against flawed images,...
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The Marxian Legacy: The Search for the New Left (Political Philosophy and Public Purpose)Palgrave Macmillan, 2019

	
		The Marxian Legacy, first published in 1977 and released in a second edition in 1988, was and remains distinct in its view of Marxian theory as 'critique, ' aware of its own origins and limitations and self-conscious about its own historical rootedness in changing social and political conditions. This new and...
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Complete Idiot's Guide to Biblical MysteriesAlpha, 2000


	The Bible is without a doubt one of the most significant and influential

	written works the world has ever seen. Despite thousands of years of

	study, the Bible's holy texts continue to instruct, inspire, challenge, and

	mystify. Tens of thousands of books have been written about the Bible

	in an attempt to make sense of its...
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Web Performance Daybook Volume 2O'Reilly, 2012

	
		Performance is critical to the success of any website, and help with using today’s new tools is key. In this remarkable guide, 32 leading web performance experts offer practical tips, techniques, and advice for optimizing your site’s user experience.

	
		Originally written for an online calendar, this collection...
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Fundamentals of Performance Technology, Second EditionISPI, 2004
Fundamentals of Performance Technology offers a brief overview of each major component of a Human Performance Technology Model that addresses diagnosing workplace situations, identifying causes, selecting appropriate interventions, implementing change, and evaluating results. The second edition contains two new appendices that describe the ISPI...
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Unstoppable Teams: The Four Essential Actions of High-Performance LeadershipHarperCollins, 2019

	
		Three-time Navy SEAL platoon commander and founder of Perfect Fitness reveals how to put together teams that can accomplish any objective—by leveraging an unexpected set of values and priorities.

		

		SEALs and civilians operate in extremely different environments, but what makes both kinds of teams excel comes...
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Adventures in Bookbinding: Handcrafting Mixed-Media BooksQuarry Books, 2011

	
		Explore intriguing methods of combining bookbinding with specific crafts such as quilting, jewelry making, or polymer clay with Adventures in Bookbinding! With different levels of expertise including basic, novice, and expert, this book is filled with illustrated step-by-step instructions and photographs that demonstrate how...
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